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ABSTRACT
In ParI 1 several scuffing" criteria were shown ultimately to con-

verge into one criterion. the original flash temperature criterion ac-
cording to Blok,

In rarl 2 it will ~ shown that all geometric influences may be
concentrated in one factor dependent on only four independent
parameters, of which the gear ratio u, the number of teeth of the
pinion :lj. and the addendum modification coefficient of the pinion
"(1 are significant; whereas. the addendum modification coefficient
of the wheel Xl is of minor importance. Again, Blok's flash
temperature criterion is confirmed. The low number of significant
geometric parameters allows an examination of the influence 01 dif-
ferent shapes and values of the load sharing factor.

'Scuffing and scoring are synonyms for the same phenomenon. Since
scoring may aJso have another meaning; the ISO Technical Com-
mittee 60 decided to apply the word scuffing in the ISO standards.

Fig. 1- Traditional load sharing lac-
tor fClr a )!;car pair with unmodified
tooth profile-s.

Fig. 2 - T raditional IO.J.d~haring fac-
tor for a gear pair with modified
tooth profile. designed lor high load
c,lpacity if the pinion is driver.

Determination of the Maximum Contact Temperature
For routine calculations and for the optimization of

parameters the maximum contact temperature has to be deter-
mined by an iteration process or by a direct approximative
expression.

The Equations (I) and (2), shown in Part 1. are rewritten
for the maximum value

where

(I)

(2)

(3)

For representative steels the thermal contact coefficient is
XI\! = SO K.N-'·'.s"'.m ".mm (4)

The geometry factor is
XB 0.51 (u+1)~'ab5 (....fl+T - ....JI-rTuj ts)

(1+n"(u - rr-
where

r tan t:¥) - 1
tmr el,

(6)

The load sharing factor Xr is one of the trapezoid functions
represe nted in Figs. I to 4.

rig. 3- Tradirlonal Ioad sharing fac-
tor for a ge.lf pair with modified
tooth profile, designed tor high load
capacity if pinion h. lollower.

fig, 4 - T raditional load ,harill~ fac-
tor for a g{'~r pair with modified lOI,th
profile designed lor smooth rneshing.
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The bulk temperature may be roughly approximated (1) by

eM"" ,eoil + 0.47 eflmaJ< for sump lubrication (7)

eM = 1.2 eoil + 0.56 eflmax for jet lubrication (8)

The safety factor may be defined (]) by
5B = 95 - eoi!

eBm"" - eoil

(9)

The iteration process for the maximum flash temperature
depends solely on geometric influence factors which are con-
eentrated in one single form factor. See Equation (3). That
form factor depends on four parameters, u, Zl, Xv X2, of the
seven independent parameters mentioned in Table 2. ":0 ex-
amine the dependency on the four independent parameters,
full calculations were made for 968 combinations. See Table 1.

Table 1Parameters selected to cover the geometric field
of application.

U Zl

1 40506380100125160 •
1,6 3240 50 63 80 100 125
2,5 25 32 40 50 63 80 100
4 20253240 50 63 80
6,3 16202532 40 50 63

)(2

0,00 0,100,20 (zl>16) -0,20
--------------- 0,00
0,300,40 0,50 0,60 0,20
--------------------.---........ 0,40

(Symbols, terms and units chosen in accordance with the in-
ternational standard)

a center distance (mrn)
A point of path of contact at tip of wheel
b facewidth (mm)
B lower point of transverse single contact
C pitch point

C2 weight factor (value 1,5)
D upper point of transverse single contact
E point of path of contact at tip ot pinion
Ft tangential force at reference circle (N)

GAM parameter on the line of action
GAMA parameter on the line of action at point A

GAMAB parameter on the line of action between A
andB

GAMB parameter on the line of action at point B
GAMD parameter on the line of action at point D
GAME parameter on the line of action at point E

GAMED parameter on the line of action between E
and D

5B safety factor, Equation (10)



TAAI tangents of transverse tip pressure angle of
pinion

TAA2 tangents of transverse tip pressure angle of
wheel

TAT tangents of transverse working pressure angle
trapez number corresponding with figure number of

v pitch line velocity (m/s)
WBt specific tooth loadO!

Xl addendum modification coefficient of pinion
X2 addendum modification coefficient of wheel
XB geometry factor, Equation (6)

XBE geometry factor at point E
Xu tip relief factor (l]

XGAM load sharing factor
XM thermal contact coefficient, Equation (4)

(K.N-'· .s" .m-'1· .mm)
XQ approach factor (1)

Xtop form factor, Equation (3), Cll (K.N-'·' .5'1,

.m-v, .rnrn)
Xt contact ratio factor, m
Xr load sharing factor, Figs. 1 to 4

Zl number of teeth of pinion
at transverse working pressure angle
ay pressure angle of arbitrary point

(3 helix angle
r linear parameter on line of action, Equation (6)

Hs contact temperature, Equation (1) (ec), Part 1
HSma>( maximum contact temperature, Equation (1).

Part 2 (DC)
Sf! flash temperature, Equation (2) (DC), Part 1

Hnainl approximated mean value of the flash
temperature, Equation (4) (Oe)' Part 1

Sflmax maximum flash temperature, Equation (2),
Part 2 (DC)

Hint integral temperature, Equation (3) (DC), Part 1
8M bulk temperature, Equation (8), (9) (0C)
80il oil temperature (OC)
85 scoring temperature'" (0C)

ILmC mean coefficient of friction at pitch point()1
J.l.my mean local coefficient of friction'"

11" product of factors in comparison, Equation (7),
Part 1

NOMENCLATIURE
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The essential part of the program, consisting of four pro-
cedures written in. PASCAL, is presented in Table 2. The form
factor ~op is the largest of four possible extreme values
situated in point B" point D, located between A and B (mark-
ed by the parameter CAMAB)' and located between D and
E (marked by the parameter GAMED). (See Fig.. 5)

{

FMAX (CAMA, CAMB, CAM_AB)
FLASHFACTOR (CAMS, trapez)

Xtop -largest of . FLASHF~CTOR (GA1vfD..· ,trape,z) . '(10)
FMA.X (GAME" GAMD, GAMED)

The examination of the form factor produced two' different
conclusions; one about the confirmation of the flash
temperature concept and the other about the influence of the
load sharing factor.

F' r<LIi,X(~ , re ' GA MA B)

FLASliFACTOR(lO' lr:ltx';;,1

Fl\1\ X{~ . 'D . C.I\ IImlx.;

A J ,~C
GA~8

b 1 E
GAMED

Fig. 5 - The form factor 'is the largest of four po ibl extreme values of ehe
product XMXsXr.

Tab!e 2 Proeedares for the determination of 'the maxim.um. value ,of the product of
thermal contact factor, geometric factor a..nd load sharing factor.

procedure GAMMAPARAMETERS;
begin TAAl: -sqrt (sqr«l +2*(1+Xl) 1Zl) 10.93969262)-1);

TAA2: -sqrt(sqr(l +2*(1 + X2)IZ2) 10.93969262) -1);
GAMA:--Z2*(TAA2/TAW-1)/Z1; GAME:-TAA1/TAW-1;
GAMO: -GAMA + 6.2831851Zl ITAW; GAMB: -GAME-6.283185/ Zl/TAW

function FLASHFACTOR(GAM:rea1; trapez: integer): real,
var Q1,Q2:real;
begin U:-Z2/Z1; Q1:-1+GAM; Q2:-1-GAM/U; XGAM:-1;

XB: -0.51 *sqrt«U +1)/sqrt(Q1 *Q2*U))*abs(sqrt(Ql) -sqrt (Q2});
case trapez of

l:begin Q1: -113; Q2: -113 end;
2:begin if GAM<O then Q1: -0 else Q1: -117; Q2: -617 end;
3:begin if GAM>O the Ql:-O else Ql:-II7; Q2:-617 end;
4:begin Ql: -0; Q2: -1 end end;

if GAM<GAMB then XGAM:-Ql+Q2*(GAM-GAMA)/(GAMB- GAMA);
if GAM>GAMD then XGAM: -Q1 +Q2*(GAME-GAM)/(GAMEI -GAMO);
FLASHFACTOR: -SO*XB*XGAM

end;

function FMAX(GA, GB:rea!; var G:real):real;
var A,B,C,O,FA,FB,FC,FD:real;
begin A:-GA; if GA<GB then B: -GB-O.Ol else B: -GB+O.01; C: -A;

FA:-F(A); FB:-F(B); FC:-FA;
if FA>FB then begin C: - B; FC: - FB; B: - A; FB: - FA end;
repeat A:-C; C:-B+0.3Sr(A-B); G:-B;

FA:-FC; FC:-F(C); FMAX:-FB
until (abs(B-A)<O.Ol) or (FB<FC); if FB<FC then
repeat D:-C+O.382*(A-C); FD: -F(O);

if FC>FD then begin A:-B; FA:-FB; B: -0; FB: -FD end
else begin B:-C; FB:-FC; C:-O; FC:-FD end;

G:-C; FMAX:-FC
until abs(B-A)<-O.Ol

end;

end;

function F(GAM:real):real;
begin F: - FLASHFACTOR(GAM,trapez)
end;
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Figs. ,6, 7 +Compartson of the [orm factor for the flash temperature with a similar one :Ior the integral temperature (heavy dots).

Confirmation of the Rash Temperature Forumla
The curves of the form factor, Equation (3), for the deter-

mination of the maximum flash temperature coincide very
well with similar curves fora quick approximation of the in-
tegJ'a1 temperature, proposed by Hirt, [2) See Figs. 6 and .7..
This confirms again that the integral temperature constitutes
an approximation of the maximum contact temperature, in
spite of all attempts to create a criterion with a different
physical interpretation.

Theemplrical values characteristic of the integral temper-
ature formula we:re determined by numerous tests. Hence,
the integral temperature formula maybe understood as a con-
cise representation of gear tests, confirming the flash
temperature criterion and, in addition, replacing the original
tests of Blok, which were lost in May, 1940.

It is gratifying that the applicability of the flash temperature
criterion for gears is 'confirmed in an unintentional way,
leading to one criterion based upon the flash temperature (on-
cept, enriched with several practical. influence factors gained
in numerous gear tests and by field 'experience .. See Fig. 8.

Field of Applicafion
Without exception, the results of tests expressed in integral

temperature can be applied to the flash temperature criterion.
Similarly, if the flash temperature crieerion is not applicable
to a certain case, 'then the integral temperature criterion is
not valid either,

The field of application of the flash temperature criterion
covers straight and mild-extreme-pressure mineral. oils, and,
to aeertain extent, extreme-pressure oils and perhaps syn-
thetic oils. The theoretical basis of the flashtemperature con-
cept provides a boundary for its field of application, which
prevents a dangerous situation similar to predicting pitting
with a. bending strength formula. Most likely, there are dif-
ferent physical causes for ,scuffing or related phenomena, and
in the future additional criteria may be needed.

Diagr.a:ms oftl1.e form Fador
Among, the four parameters determining the shape and

value of the form factor, the addendum modification coeffi-
dent of the wheel X2 has been shown to be of less impor-
tance than the tnr,ee other parameters. u, zl,and Xl' The
curves shift to approximately the same curve if the ordinate
Xl is replaced by xl+(l,4/u)X2' See F~gs.6 and 7. Hence, the
diagrams in Figs. 9 to 13, being exact for X2 - 0, may be
applied for any X2' Moreover, the diagrams in Figs. 9 to 14
include an indication of the location of the maximum con-
tact temperature on the path of contact.

The drastic reduction of several complicated geometric in-
fluence factors to only three parameters presentsa conven-
ient view on the consequences of the selection of geometric
quantities. It may be helpful for 'the designer to achieve
optimization.(3)

Fig. 8- Developmenrof the gear scuffing criterion.

(continued on page 26)
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Fig. 9

Fig. 10

I

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

fig. 13

8''M

A B C D

Maximum contact temperatuf'e. For low values of )(T' the greatest
maximum is between A an a,and XtrJpdecreases with )(!' FOrlarger
values of XI, .the greatest maximum is between 0 and E. and Xrop
increases with )(!' The'greatest ma~ximumis at point 0 for largest
values of Xl'

Fig. 14

.... 9-13-Form factor Xm, for the maximum flash temperature, valid for the load sharing factOR for smooth meshing.
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Fig. 15

Another more or less unexpected result is shown in Flp.
15 to 17. The traditional load sharing factors. with di&tinc:t
differences in shape and value. produce approximately the
same form factors. See Figs. 1 to 4.

Conclusions
1. The scuffing (scoring) criterion is the flash temperature

criterion according to Blok. It is based on the maximum c0n-

tact temperature, being the sum of the bulk temperature and
the maximum flash temperature. Enriched with IOIDe in-
fluence factors. it is praented in an internattonalltandald.

2. Several attempts to find a different aiteriot\ ultimately
confirmed the applicability of the flash temperatun abelSon
for engineering practice. The integral temperature. also pre--
sented in the same international standard. proved to be an
approximation of the contact temperature.

3. For engineering practice the postulate of the IDIXImum
contact temperature (flash temperature criterion) was c0n-

firmed by numerous tests on gears, the results of which were
expressed as a single value called integral temperature. AD
test results expressed in intesral temperature data are fuI1y
applicable to the flash temperature criterion.

4. AU geometrical influences can be concentrated in one
form factor of the flash temperature formula. Diagrams of
the form factor include an indication of the location of the
maximum contact temperature on the path of contact. Such
diagrams can be helpful for optimization of the de&Ian.

5. Different variants of traditional load sharina facton
show nearly the same influence on the value of the flash
temperature.

6. The theoretical basis of the flash temperature concept
provides a basis for its field of application, preventina a
misuse. To cover different physical causes for scuffing or
related phenomena, additional criteria may be needed.
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